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"The Eyewitness Visual Dictionaries differ from the Eyewitness books in that the text is longer and

the vocabulary more difficult.... The photographs are outstanding.... The brief text compresses many

details into a few sentences, The vocabulary is scholarly...and charts combined with the text give a

clear overview of the subject[s]". -- RQ
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My 7-year-old son is very inquisitive, so I bought this for him and he loves it. He has read it a few

times over now. He enjoys teaching his father and me about things he has learned from the book.

My favorite part of the book is that it uses technical terms for body parts which helps a child learn in

a healthy and non-judgemental environment. My favorite is when he came to me with the book and

had me explain how he fit in my uterus and how in the world did the doctors take him out with his big

head. He was very serious and concerned that it had to of hurt me. A close second was when he

came to me very seriously, and described in detail while pointing to the pictures, how gas occurred

and what paths it could take to exit the body (which is a huge accomplishment for a 7 year-old

boy)This book has started my son on a path of learning about all of the things that make little boys

giggle and how somethings are natural and occur in everyone. It also has given him a starting place



to ask questions and gain useful information about how to look at and treat his body in a positive

manner.

I remember my mom having this book back in the 90's when she was preparing to go to nursing

school. Last month (2015) I visited her and saw it. I begged her for the book for my kids (one of

which loves the human body and wants to be a doctor) and she wouldn't let me have it because she

said she still uses it (even after being a nurse for all these years). And it's in great shape still! So I

bought my own.My daughter stepped on something and cut the bottom of her toe. While preparing

for her checkup (she's a Doc McStuffins fan) we looked at the book and she was able to learn about

her foot, her skin, and why she saw blood. I LOVE this book! When my kids grow up and visit me

with their kids and beg for mine, I hope this book is still in print (otherwise I'll have to give them mine

:D ).

My six-year-old son loves this book. It is so exciting that he can barely wait for me to read the texts

before he starts asking questions about the pictures.This is a fun book to read to a kid. I'd say age

5-10 would be the appropriate age range.

I am very glad that I purchased this book. I am taking an intro. level Biology class and this book was

perfect for it. This book is well-rounded. It conists of a basic overview of Biology. The most important

component of this book is that it has A LOT of pictures (which is vital for one studying the anatomy).

This books is a real winner with my 19 month old. She loves the pictures and has learned so many

new words. As she grows up the book will grow with her, as it has great basic anatomy knowledge.

I purchased this book for my very inquisitive 5 year old daughter along with First Human Body

Encyclopedia (Dk First Reference Series) for Christmas. Of the two books, she and I both prefer this

one as it has wonderful, detailed images and better scientific information.

Out of all the body books I purchased, I thought this one was the most informational for my children.

Definitely worth the money!!

Excellent book for a young person (or even an older person) to learn some anatomy. These DK

books are always well done. I would recommend any in their series. This one was fascinating and



has great visuals. Recommend.
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